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SECRET DOCTRINE’S THIRD PROPOSITION SERIES
WHEN THE CENTRAL SPIRITUAL SUN IS FINALLY UNVEILED

First published in Lucifer, Vol. IV, No. 20, April 1889, pp. 101, 137-39, 160, 164-65, 168.
Republished in Blavatsky Collected Writings, (MISCELLANEOUS NOTES) XI pp. 158-59.
[In an article dealing with the discoveries of John Worrell Keely, mention is made of his views to the
effect that “as long as there is anything to sub-divide this anything sub-divided represents matter;
and sub-division can go on through infinity: never ending, and yet no ultimatum reached. The luminiferous track is the door that opens on the seventh sub-division, still leaving an infinite field beyond.” To this, H.P. Blavatsky states:]

[Keely spoke of the sun as a dead body, an inert mass.]

B

ETWEEN MR. KEELY CALLING THE SUN “A DEAD BODY,” and the Occult

Doctrine maintaining that what we call the Sun is a reflection of untold electric brightness, the “veil which covers and conceals the living Sun behind,”
there is but a difference in the mode of expressions; the fundamental idea is the
same. The shadow on the wall produced by a living man or object is the inanimate,
or dead effect of an animate and living cause which intercepts the rays of light. The
Sun we see is “an inert mass” of adumbrations, the unreal phantom of the real Sun,
which, but for this veil, would consume our earth, and probably all the planets with
its fierce radiancy. If it has been calculated of that solar “phantom” we see, that the
heat emitted by it in a single second would be enough “to melt a shell of ice covering
the entire surface of the earth to a depth of 1 mile 1,457 yards,” what would be the
intensity of sunlight if the invisible Sun were suddenly unveiled? And this is what
will happen, the Occult Doctrine teaches, when the hour of Pralaya strikes — after
which the Sun himself will be disrupted.
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